**SMOKER HELD BY CHEMICAL SOCIETY WELL ATTENDED**

Professor W. K. Lewis spoke on "The Story of Oil."

The Chemical Society held a well-attended smoker last night. About 90 members were present. Professor W. K. Lewis spoke on "The Story of Oil." His talk was illustrated with lantern slides. The Office of the Society is in their usual quarters, first floor 25, Walker. The smoker was a great success.

**DR. WIENER ADDRESSES MATH CLUB ON VECTORS**

Dr. Norbert Wiener of the Department of Mathematics, was the speaker at the meeting of the Math Club last night in the Faculty and Alumni room, Walker. He discussed vectors briefly and afterward a question period was held. The Math Club meets practically every other week in the old business.

Professor Lewis then told some of the things that were not taught in school. He also said that there are many things that are taught in school that are not true. After the meeting, the Chemists of Cambridge gathered together and discussed the chemical industry.

**CHESS TEAM LOSES TO BAY STATE CHESS MEN**

Fresh Defeat English High In Their Match

The M. T. Chess team was defeated by the Bay State Chess Club by a score of 5 to 0 in a match played at Walker hall Friday evening. The match was held Friday, February 3.

**WALKER TO CONTINUE THIS RECORD THROUGHOUT THE YEAR**

Their research laboratory, as the news was published in the Cambridge Chronicle today.

**RADIO MEN TO VISIT WIRELESS SPECIALTY**

A trip to the Wireless Specialty Apparatus Company, in Cambridge, will be made Friday by members of the Radio Society. As it is to be started at 2:30, all members are requested to be present in the T. R. department.

**FRATERNITIES TO LEAVE CAMPUS**

(Continued from Page 1)

These sections and provide every possible means for the comfort and convenience of the public. The setting up of sectional displays and in those to be held, with the object of building up fraternalities of the Freshman and beyond the first floor. It was decided that the meeting with the message that Captain Bobby Isaac Brinberg '24 was defeated by Shapiro. E. H. S. Lasso, and the present Dor- sis section or building to fraternities or rooms 23-625, any day between 12 and 4:30 P.M.

**BRIGHTNESS COMPETITION FOR POSITIONS**

It was announced to the club that the speaker at the next meeting would be M. I. T. President Tyler is an excellent man, and it was thought that he should have a better audience. The meeting closed in the T. R. department.

**THE TECH**

Wednesday, January 30, 1924

**COFFEE HALL TAKES PLACE**

One of the things that were not taught in school. He also said that there are many things that are taught in school that are not true. After the meeting, the Chemists of Cambridge gathered together and discussed the chemical industry.

**NEW YORK BOSTON CHICAGO**

Established 101 Years I

**THE TECH**

Wednesday, January 30, 1924

**BOSTON STRAND MODEL SUITS**

The Strand Model is a three conservative sack. This suit has become very popular among the college men.

We carry a large stock in a wide range of patterns both in foreign and domestic fabrics.

**$40 to $60**